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ABSTRACT

Performance limitations of distributed simulations are due to the target machine, the simulation algorithm and the natural parallelism of the model. In order to build a set of well known benchmarks, we propose here an instrumentation method of VHDL models. This method allows extraction of natural parallelism during a sequential simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

The VHDL language is more and more used. Its multi-level capabilities allow description of very complex systems but the time of simulation become prohibitive [1]. One trend is to propose some VHDL parallel simulators on a work-station farm with a local area network or on a parallel MIMD machine [4][5][6].

Limitations of parallel simulations are due to three kinds of parameters:
- architecture of the machine (type and number of processors, communication network, shared memory,...)
- parallel simulation algorithm ([3] for a survey) (centralized event list, strong synchronization, conservative or optimistic approach (CHANDY-MISRA or TIME-WARPING),...)
- natural parallelism of the model.

In this paper, we will present a method to characterize limitations imposed by the model itself. The natural parallelism will take in account the experience (sequence of input vectors), relative complexity of processes in the model and will be independent from simulation machine or from specific algorithm (sequential or parallel) [7][8].

After a presentation of the general methodology, we will outline the algorithm and its application to VHDL models in multi-level approach. We will raise some problems and limitations in the instrumentation of models. We will give some examples and results, and we will emphasize the importance of relative complexity of processes. Then we will present two classes of application of these results and this prospect.

2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY

A model $M$ is a set of $N$ processes. This model is excited by a sequence of input value $Ve$ (this sequence can be computed by the model itself). When the simulation is ended, one compute the number of event consumed by each process. One can characterize the performance of a perfect sequential simulator with:

$$Ts = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Tci. Ni$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
With: $T_s$ is the compute time on a perfect sequential simulator,
$T_{cl}$ is the compute time for the process $i$,
$N_i$ is the number of events treated by process $i$

The perfect parallel simulator make use of one processor by process. A process is evaluated every time an event is consumable. A consumable event is an event available at the input in respect with the total order. If a process consumes an event, for this process, there is never an anterior event. The simulation time can be written with the figure:

$$\begin{align*}
    T_r &= \max_{i=1}^{N} \left( T_{cl_i} N_i + f(M, V_e) \right) \quad (2)
\end{align*}$$

With: $T_r$ is the compute time on a perfect parallel simulator,
$T_{cl_i}$ is the compute time for the process $i$,
$N_i$ is the number of event treated by process $i$
$f(M, V_e)$ is a function depends on model and input vector d'entrée. this function modelise waitings due to model topology, synchronism, starvation...

Aims of the work is to determine the simulation time for a model by the perfect parallel simulator under the same input sequence than the sequential perfect simulator. When this time is known, it is very easy to compute the natural parallelism of the model in this experience. The natural parallelism is given by:

$$P_n = \frac{T_s}{T_r} \quad (3)$$

If the model is not alterable, there is a non-invasive method, proposed by the author [2], based on the trace of the sequential simulation and a double sequential simulation. In this paper, we suppose that the model is modifiable and specifically models written with VHDL.

We propose below an instrumentation method of VHDL models. This instrumentation allows to extract during a sequential simulation on a non-perfect sequential simulator (time-sharing, time for management of the event-list...) the same job time on a perfect sequential simulator, the same job time on a perfect parallel simulator and the natural parallelism of the model. The instrumented models in this way are said EAP models. We will observe that results are independent of the instrumentation complexity.

3. ALGORITHM (TWIN CLOCKS)

The instrumentation method and the algorithm is based on the following assumptions:
- one process per processor (no time sharing) for perfect parallel simulation,
- the process $i$ takes, at least, $C_i$ units of time between two consecutive consumptions on the inputs (if events are available, no starvation),
- one process cannot consume an event produced at $T_0$ time before the time $T_0$,
- in a sequential simulation, events are produced and consumed in total order by each process.

One are going to manage two local (virtual) clocks for each process (these clocks are symbolised by integer variables). These variables represent a time and cannot decrease. The first, $T_s$, represents the cumulative time of this process and the second, $T_r$, represents the real time for the processor hosting the process. In addition, each process knows its relative complexity, $C$ ($C$ represents an instruction number, a time,...). Finally, one associate to each event a stamp, e.H, which represent the production time of this event. All events which are known at the begin of the simulation (input vector) have a 0 stamp.
During the sequential simulation, when a process consumes an event (in respect with the total order) two cases are possible. Each case induces a behavior of the process:

1- \( e.H < Tr \) : The event is available in the input queue since \( H \). The process can consume it without precaution.
   - behavior of process:
     - event consumption
     - clock update \( Tr = Tr + C, Ts = Ts + C \)

2- \( e.H > Tr \) : The event will be available in the input queue in the future.
   - behavior of process:
     - event consumption
     - clock update in respect with the waiting since \( Tr \) up to \( Tr = H + C, Ts = Ts + C \)

Therefore, the algorithm is:

For each process

- initialisation \( Tr = 0, Ts = 0 \)
- while simulation not finished
- wait for an event
- consume one event stamped by \( e.H \)
- \( Tr = \max(e.H, Tr) + C \)
- \( Ts = Ts + C \)
- evaluate outputs
- if outputs are generated, they are stamped by \( s.H = Tr \)

One must collect all process clocks to characterize the whole model. At the end of the sequential simulation, or at each step, one must compute the sum of all local \( Ts \) and the maximum of all local \( Tr \).

Results are two interesting times \( Tr \) and \( Ts \) (see part 2). The ratio \( Tsg / Trg \) give the natural parallelism of the model.

4. EAP VHDL MODELS

4.1 EAP type: std_logic extension to std_logic_self_e

In order to stamp events, we define a new type std_logic_self_e over the IEEE 1164 std_logic type.

```vhdl
type std_logic_self_e is record
  value: std_logic;
  Tr: integer;
end record;
```

These specifications are available through a package \( X \_IEEE \).

4.2 Global report: resolution functions

In order to compute the relevant times each entity is connected on a global resolved signal. Each entity provides its two internal clocks (\( Tr \) ans \( Ts \)). If one clock of one entity is updated, resolution functions are in charge of computing the sum (sum_time) of all \( Ts \) and the maximum (maxi_time) of all \( Tr \). The resolution functions are built on the scheme:

```vhdl
TYPE integer_vector is array (natural range <> ) of integer;
FUNCTION maxi_time ( V: in integer_vector) return integer;
SUBTYPE rep_time is maxi_time integer;
```
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FUNCTION sum_time (V: in integer_vector) return integer;
subtype sequ_time is sum_time integer;

FUNCTION maxi_time (V: in integer_vector) return integer is
variable max: integer;
begin
  max:=0;
  for i in V'range loop
    if (V(i) >= max) then
      max := V(i);
    end if;
  end loop;
  return max;
end maxi_time;

Sum_time function has the same shape. These specifications are available through a package X_IEEE.

4.2 Example of instrumentation of a gate model

With the extended type of logic and resolution functions it is possible to transform a gate level primitive in a EAP model.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use WORK.X_IEEE.all;
entity andg is
  generic (tpd_hl:time := 1 ns; tpd_lh:time := 1 ns;
    Tc:integer := 1); -- relative complexity
  port (in1, in2 : std_logic_self_e; -- input ports
        out1 : out std_logic_self_e; -- output ports
        out_Trr,out_Trs: out integer); -- for global report
end andg;

architecture EAP of andg is
begin
  p1: process(in1.value, in2.value)
  variable val,ex_value : std_logic;
  variable Trr,Trs.Temp :integer:=0;
  variable out_v:std_logic_self_e:=('U',0);
  begin
    val := in1.value and in2.value;
    Trr:=Trr+Tc; Trs:=Trs+Tc;
    -- detection and clock extraction
    if not(in1.value'quiet) then temp:=in1.Tr; end if;
    if not(in2.value'quiet) then temp:=in2.Tr; end if;
    if (temp > Trr) then
      Trr:=temp+Tc;
    end if;
    -- gate evaluation
    if val /= ex_value then -- no event if same value and new Tr
      ex_value := val; out_v.Tr:=Trr; out_v.value:=val;
      case val is
        when '0' => out1 <= out_v after tpd_hl;
        when '1' => out1 <= out_v after tpd_lh;
        when others => out1 <= out_v;
      end case;
  end process p1;
end EAP;
end if;
-- global report
out_Trr <= Trr; out_Trs <= Trs;
end process;
end EAP;

All primitives can be transformed in EAP models. A structural description based on these primitives must interconnect all out_Trr and all out_Trs respectively on a max_time and a sum_time resolved signals.

4.3. Instrumentation of synchronous primitive

The previous example show a EAP model for asynchronous system. It is for example. In these example the D flip-flop is modelized at a behavioral level with EAP capabilities.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use WORK.X_IEEE.all;
entity DFFC is
generic (tpd_hi : time := 1 ns;
          tpd_lh : time := 1 ns;
          Tc : integer := 1 ); -- relative complexity
port (D,H,C : std_logic; self_e := ('0',0);
      Q = out std_logic; self_e := ('U',0);
      out_Trr,out_Trs: out integer := 0);
end DFFC;

architecture EAP_BEH of DFFC is
begin
  p1: process(H,value) -- no sensibility on D input
    variable ex_value : std_logic := 'U';
    variable Trr,Trs :integer:=0;
    variable outv:std_logic_self_e:='U',0);
  begin
    -- test of the rising edge and updates local clocks
    if (H.Value='1' and H.Value'last_value='0) then
      Trr:=Trr+Tc; Trs:=Trs+Tc;
    if (H.Tr > Trr) then
      Trr:= H.Trr + Tc;
    end if;
  output_Tr:=Trr; -- update output stamp
    if (C.value='0') then -- synchronous clear
      output.value := '0';
    else
      output.value := D.value;
    end if;
    if (ex_value /= output.value) then -- activity ??
      Q <= output after (tpd_hi + tpd_lh)/2;
      ex_value:=output.value;
    end if;
    end process;
end EAP_BEH;
4.4 Instrumentation of no reactive system

The two previous examples are reactive systems. They react on their inputs, transform them and produce outputs with a new time stamp. It is possible to modelize no reactive systems. The next example shows this property. It is a clock generator model. It has no inputs (no stimuli) and it builds itself its outputs without dependance on any other part of the design.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use WORK.X_IEEE.all;

ENTITY gene_clock IS
    GENERIC (Period: time := 100 ns;
                Tc:integer:=1); -- relative complexity
    PORT (H:out std_logic_self_e;
          out_trr,out_Tr: out integer :=0);
END;

ARCHITECTURE classic OF gene_clock IS
BEGIN
    process
        variable sortie:std_logic_self_e:=('0','0');
    begin
        Tr_xml:=Trr+Tc;Trs:=Trs+Tc; -- update clocks
        sortie.Tr:=Trr; -- update the output time stamp
        sortie.value:=not sortie.value;
        H <= sortie;
        out_Tr <=
        wait for Period/2;
    end process;
END classic;

Each event produced by this model has a different time stamp that represent the production of outputs at the maximum throughput.

4.5 A structural EAP model

A structural description based on EAP models is straightforward. The only extra work required is the interconnection of global reports. The next example is a structural model, based on EAP gates, of a one bit adder.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use WORK.X_IEEE.all;

entity adder is
    port (a,b,cin : in std_logic_self_e;
          sum,cout : out std_logic_self_e;
          Trr : out rep_time; Trs : out sequ_time);
end adder;

architecture EAP_STRUCT of adder is
begin
    xor1: xorg generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( in1 => a, in2 => b, out1 => xor1.out,
                   out_Trr => Trr, out_Trss=>Trs);

    xor2: xorg generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( in1 => b, in2 => a, out1 => xor2.out,
                   out_Trr => Trs, out_Trss=>Trr);

    or1,or2: or generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( xor1.out, xor2.out, or1.out, or2.out, or1.out,
                   or2.out, or1.out, or2.out, or1.out);

    and1, and2, and3, and4: and generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( xor1.out, xor2.out, or1.out, or2.out, or1.out,
                   or2.out, or1.out, or2.out, or1.out);

    half_adder: half_adder generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( a, b, cin, sum, cout, Trr, Trs);

    full_adder: full_adder generic map (2 ns,2 ns ,1)
        port map( a, b, cin, sum, cout, Trr, Trs);

end;
xor2: xorg generic map (2 ns, 2 ns ,1)
port map( in1 => xor1_out, in2 => cin, out1 => sum,
        out_Trr => Trr, out_Trs=>Trs);
and1: andg generic map (2 ns, 2 ns ,1)
port map( in1 => a, in2 => b, out1 => and1_out,
        out_Trr => Trr, out_Trs=>Trs);
or1: org generic map (2 ns, 2 ns ,1)
port map( in1 => a, in2 => b, out1 => or1_out,
        out_Trr => Trr, out_Trs=>Trs);
and2: andg generic map (2 ns, 2 ns ,1)
port map( in1 => cin, in2 => or1_out, out1 => and2_out,
        out_Trr => Trr, out_Trs=>Trs);
or2: org generic map (2 ns, 2 ns ,1)
port map( in1 => and1_out, in2 => and2_out,
        out1 => cout, out_Trr => Trr, out_Trs=>Trs);

end EAP_STRUCT;

4.6 Comments

It was shown that it is possible to transform models at any level of abstraction. Moreover, it is possible to build structural EAP models. Results on global Tr and Ts are independent on the complexity of the instrumentation.

5. PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS

5.1. Many process in a single architecture

If there are many processes in an architecture, it is difficult to control the local clock for each architecture because there is no shared variable in VHDL (IEEE1076-87). In this case, we create a local signal to allow a global report in the architecture, each process manage its local clocks (each process is associated to a processor).

If there are concurrent statements, they must be transformed in their equivalent process.

5.2. over-loading of the resolution function

The use of resolution function for global report is very simple but this functions can be over-loaded. If there is many signals in global report, it is interesting to adopt a tree structure for global report.

5.3. slow down of the sequential simulation

The instrumentation of a VHDL model slows down the sequential simulation. The result is independent on the speed of simulation but if the design is complex before instrumentation the simulation time after instrumentation can become prohibitive.

5.4. Modification of the model

In order to use the described method, we must modify the model. This modification must be done at behavioral level for local clocks management and at structural level for global report. This modification is not always possible.

6. EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

6.1. Combinatorial system

This example is a structural generic description of a 16 bits ripple carry adder.

Complexity = 96 gates (all gates have relative complexity = 1)
Experiments:
For the elaboration the found Pn is 96.
It is possible to find a test stream with so bad result that Pn=5.6
With random stream on inputs Pn = 39

This example shows that the natural parallelism is very dependent on the input stream, the expected speed-up of the simulation depends on the experiment.

6.2. Synchronous system

This example is a generic synchronous counter with serial report. The model has N flip-flops and N-2 and gates.

It is here very interesting to show the importance of the relative complexity of process (for example the relative execution time). This parameter is never used in the classical method [7][8]

\[
\text{simulation} = 5200 \text{ clock-edges} \\
N = 16 \\
\text{Number of process} = 30
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate complexity</th>
<th>Flip-flop Complexity</th>
<th>Natural parallelism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. multi-level stand alone system

The system is a stand-alone structural multi-level description based on:

- One N bits Ripple carry adder,
- Two N bits synchronous counter,
- Two clock generators.

Each clock generator (period 500ns and 1333ns) drives a counter and each counter drives an adder input.

Model Complexity: 10*N-2 processes (158 with 16 bits)  
Relative processes complexity = 1  
The simulation time is given in 500ns clock ticks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elab</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>2898</th>
<th>28.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8739</td>
<td>29.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>9670</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>43029</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>39600</td>
<td>159214</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>3999600</td>
<td>15575957</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140000</td>
<td>13999600</td>
<td>54521464</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This result demonstrates that it is possible to instrument mixed level models and to predict the figure $P_n = f(t, \text{time})$. This figure is often experiment dependent and may be not monotonous.

8. UTILIZATION

8.1. Benchmarking parallel VHDL simulator

With this method it is possible to develop some very well known benchmarks in order to characterize parallel simulator. For example (this design is too simple for actual benchmarking) a parallel simulation on the model of the 6.2 cannot have a speed up greater than $P_n$.

If this parallel simulation provides a speed-up $S = 5$, we can accurately say that the simulator extracts $S/P_n$ of parallelism. (In this example the extracted parallelism is 27% (relative complexity of gate, flip-flop) is $(1,1$). On the other hand if the (gate, flip-flop) complexities are $(5,1$ the extracted parallelism is 86.5%. A very rough result, sometimes written, characterizes the parallel simulator by the ratio $S/N$, 16.6% in this example, without taking the $P_n$ limit and relative process complexities into account.

8.2. Approaching the optimal number of processor

We think that the natural parallelism is a measure close to the optimum processor number for a parallel simulation. If a model has a $P_n$ of 12, it is silly to try a simulation on a hundred processors machine even if the model has hundreds processes.

We work now on the characterization of the optimal target machine based on the natural parallelism and extended dependency graph of models.

9. OUTLOOKS

9.1. Data-base of benchmarks

Based on EAP models, we are working on the design of a benchmark set which represents a very large class of applications and complexity (from few gates to more than thousands, with combinatorial, synchronous, hybrid designs).

The data-base constitution is in progress by instrumentation of models provided by P.ASHENDEN (Adelaide, Australia), T.Collette (CEA/France), F.PÉCHEUX (MASI/France), M. MARKOWITZ (EDNasta editor),.....

9.2. Enhance and automate the method

In order to automate the instrumentation, we think about an encapsulation method of each process in a shell that manages local clock and output time stamping.

9.3. VHDL Virtual processor

It is very useful to know the natural parallelism of a model, but the aim is to distribute this model on processors of a actual machine in order to reach the greatest speed-up. We work on a characterization method of the extracted parallelism of a parallelization of a $N$ processes model on a $M$ processors machine ($M < N$).

This method is based on the VHDL model of a perfect processor which manages some VHDL processes (the model to simulate). The clock updates, and the process scheduling will be emulated by this virtual processor. The correctness of the result is due to the use of a sequential simulator that ensure the total order of events.

The expected result is the maximum extracted parallelism of a processes distribution of a VHDL model on a parallel machine.
10. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a meta-utilization of the VHDL language. With VHDL constructs and algorithms, we can characterize a VHDL model, more exactly the VHDL model characterizes itself through a sequential simulation in order to extract the natural parallelism of the model.

The interest of the method is its simplicity and the use of a sequential simulator to obtain results on parallel simulation.

Results can be used to characterize the quality of a distributed simulator or to evaluate the number of processor in the cluster which will run the simulation with good performances.
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